COMMUNICATIONS FOR TODAY … AND TOMORROW.

modular apartment entry systems
Entrance panels are constructed of extruded aluminum with a brushed anodized finish. Weather-resistant Mylar speakers are protected by either a louvered grill and perforated aluminum mesh (for vandal-resistant panels), or an ABS plastic grill. Entrance panels may be configured to accommodate 3-, 4- or 5-wire speaker-type apartment stations.

Tek-ENTRY® offers flush mount and surface mount 3-, 4- and 5-wire speaker-type ABS plastic apartment stations. Add an auxiliary strobe for the hearing impaired where needed.

Choose an alphabetical directory panel protected by a clear Lexan® lens, or individual name holders beside each button.

Other entrance panel options include surface or flush mount, postal release, and engraved buttons.

TekTone’s quality system is registered by UL® to the ISO 9001 standard. (Reference #10001510.)